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Triplet exlton optical absorption line shapes, widths, and posltions have been mcn\urcd .IS 3 function of tcmpcr.rturc 
in the molccul.~r crystal 1 .2,~,5-tctr~chlorobcnlcne (ICU). At tcmpcraturcs ~bovc 20 K the .Ib\orption lme 1~s :I gaucs~:m 
shnpc .md incrcascs in width with tcmperaturc. At 14 K the hne IXCOI~~S lorcntzi,m. 1 III\ changu m IIIW sil,~pc with tcmpcra- 

turc IS dlscusscd in terms of a model lirst suggsled by Tsyoznwa. The lorentzlnn line IS t.lken to be evidence of3 deloL,& 
tied cxciton \tatc. while the gaussian high temperature lint shape implies the locahzatlon of the chaton by lat ticc phonons. 
The nnturc of the dlffercncc betwecn the optical line width md the prcvlou\ly reported TCII I Sli lmc width is also bncfly 
discussed. 

1. Introduction 

Energy transport via triplet Frenkel excitors in I~O- 

lecular crystals is a topic of considcrablc current in- 
terest although it has been the subject of extensive in- 
vestigation for many years [ 11. Much expcrimcntal 
[2--51 and theoretical [G-8] attention 1x1s been di- 
rected towards undcrstandmg the role that cxciton 
scatterers such as phonons, impurities, aud lattice de- 
fccts play in the exciton transport process. The dlffi- 
culty lies in finding cxpcriments with obscrvahles that 
can unambiguously he placed in a theoretical frame- 
work to yield insight into the nature of exciton trans- 
port. To date, the mode of long range cxciton trans- 
port at low temperatures (4 K), coherent (wave-like) 
versus incoherent (diffusive), is still a matter of contro- 
versy. It is not even clear at this juncture that the term 
“coherence” has been defined precisely enough in terms 
of ancxperimental observable to make the distinctlon 
between incoherent and coherent transport possible. 

One expcrimcntal method for investigating cxciton 
scattering processes that haS considerable theoretical 

* Alfred P. Sloan Found,mon rcllow. 

basis is the mcnsurcmcnt of exclton absorption hne 
shapes, widths, and positions [S,C,]. For triplet cxcitons 
both optical and clcctron spin rcsonancc (ESR) spcc- 
tral lines have been invcstlgated 111 this way [4,5]. Iierc 

we report tcmpclature dcpenderit optical absorption 
experiments on the triplet exciton orgn of 1,2,4,5- 
tetrachlorobenzene (TCB). TCB 1s a particularly intcr- 
esting compound to study for several rca\ons First, it 
is an example of a basica!ly one-duncnsional cxciton 
transport system [3]. As such, invcstlgatlons of many of 
its properties arc simplified. Furthcrlnolc, It may serve 
as a useful prototype for other one-dimcnsloual systems, 
such as biopolymcrs. Second, extcnsivc ESR line shape 
experiments have been conducted on tlus system IS,1 Cl], 
and It is of interest to compare the colrclation times 
measured in ESR experiments with the corresponding 
times measured optically. Third, unhkc systems in which 
triplet absorption line shapes have been measured prcvi- 
ously [S], TCB has the interesting features that: (1) the 
optically accessible k a0 level is at the top rather tflan at 
the bottom ofthe hand [ 101, ‘and (2) the TCB triplet cxci- 
ton bandwidth is only 1.4 cm-1 compared to bandwidths 
of > 10 cm-l in previously mcasurcd systems [3, IO]. 
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2. Experimentid 

The purification and growth ofthe TCB smglc crys- 
tals have been described previously [8]. During an ex- 
periment the crystal was immersed in He vapor and its 
temperature varied by varying the rate of flow of cooled 

IIc gas past the sample in a variable tcmperaturc cryo- 

stat. The tempcraturc was monitored near the sample 
with a Si diode, and the quoted temperatures are esti- 
mated to he accurate to within + 0.3 K. 

The spectra were recorded usmg a spectrometer 
(Jobin-Yvon TllR 1500) w1t11 a measured rcsolutlon 
of better than 300000. In no case did the instrumen- 
tal line width contribute significantly to the observed 
line widths or line shapes. A log amplifier was em- 
ploycd to give absorption curves directly and care was 
taken to ensure that the absorption was small cnougl~ 
so that the measured line shape indeed reflected the 
true absorption hne shape iSI. 

Crystals from scvcral dIffercut boules wcrc cxarnincd. 

In addition, the crystals were treated to very different 
Perup~raturc cychng proLcsses. In sonic casts the crys- 
tals were cooled to below 77 K in minutes; in others 
this process took over 24 hours. In only one case were 
we able to detect any effect of clther the origin of the 
crystal or the manner of cooling on the line sliapc, p- 
sition, or width. It was observed that I!- a particular 
sample ~3s taken to low temperatures, allowed to warm 
and then again cooled, significant distortion of both 

the optical and ground hte Raman [I I] line shapes 
resulted. Crystals subjected to this temperature cychng 
process were not used to ohtam the results citecl below. 

3. Results 

In fig. la the low temperature absorption lmc shape 
is shown. The first unportant point to note is that the 
lint is an asymmetric lorentzian. Asymnictric cxclton 

absorption line shapes have been previously reported 
and discussed for the triplet cxciton in 1,4-dlbrorno- 
naphthalene (DBN) IS,12 1. The asymmetry is attrib- 
uted to the asymmcrric position of the k = 0 level al 

one edge of the exciton band. Unlike DBN, the lorent- 
7ian broadening in TCB is on the low energy side of 
the line (fig. 1 b), due lo the fact that the k = 0 level 
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I-ig 1. TCB triplet cxciton .hcorption line &~pe at 6 K. (~1) 
Ahorption lint only. (b) Data and c:hxlatcd IorentAm. (c) 
Data md calLulatcd gauskn to high energy side. The procc- 
dure in (b) and (c) was to measure the absorption peak height 
and the full width at half height and to construct a lorenthn 
or gaussian from tllcsc two parameters only. 

is at the top of the band in TCB. The high energy side 
of the line falls off like a gaussian (fig. lc). 

As the temperature increases the line becomes more 
symmetric until, at around 14 K, it has become a sym- 
metric lorentzian as indicated in fig. 2a. Upon further 
increasing the temperature, the line shape changes and 
at 22 K it has a gaussian shape as shown m fig. 2b. 

3.2. Ternperuture dependence of the width and 

position 

Fig. 3 shows the temperature dependence of the full 
width at halfmaximum for the TCB triplet exciton. At 
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Fig 2. TCH triplet evciton absorption line shape at (a) 13.8 K and at (b) 22.1 K. The proccdurc for the c.&zulatcd curie\ IS dc- 
scribed in the caption to fig. 1. 

low temperatures (below 12 K) the width is constant 

wlthin experimental uncertainty and equal to 1.3 +0.2 

an-l _ Note that while the overall width remains con- 
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I:&. 3. Absorption line width, that is, the full width at half 
maximum as a function of temperdturc. 

stat in this temperatim ~eglon, the Shilpe of the line 

as discussed In the previous subsection begins to chunge. 

Above 20 K the width tqins to broaden rapidly. The 

position of the line 1s also temperature depender~t as 
shown in fig. 4. Compariq figs. 3 and 4 it can bc seen 
that the width and position 0f the hne change with 

ternperaturc in basically tile same manner. 
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Fib 4. Energy shift in the absorption line as a function of tcm- 
perature. 
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4. Discussion 

The origin of the low temperature asymmetric lo- 
rentzian line shape has been previously described for 
the DBN triplet exciton system [5,12]. The aSyrIlITle- 

try arises frcni the asymmetric position of tfie optical- 
ly accessible k =r: 0 level at one edge of the cxciton 
band. In the DBN triplet exciton tfle k = 0 level is 
known to be at the bottom of the band [13-j and the 
asymmetric lorentz~:~n broadening occurs on the high 
energy side of tflc absorption liue. Ofott and Faycr 
[ 101 have shown that for TCB the k ;t: 0 Icvei occurs 
at the top of the band. We thus expect and in fact ob- 
serve that the asymmetry in TCB occurs on the low 
energy side of the absorption Ime. 

AS shown in fig. 1 c, the high energy side of the ab- 
sorption line is gaussian in appearance. Zn the DBN 
system, the ~vcrA lint is considerably n,irrower and 
the non-lorentlian side falls off extremely sharply. The 
line appears as if it is almost one half of a lorent;rian. 
It has been suggested that DBN molecules containing 
one or more 13C atoms results in isotopic impurities 
that are arn:~lgarnatecl into the DBN band and are re- 
sponslblc for an cxciton scattering process which makes 
a major contribution to the honmgmcorcs line width 
[5]. flowever, similar calculations for the TCB tripiet 
exciton system indicate that scattering by 13C impuri- 
ties ~111, in this case, make a negliglblc contribution 
when compared to the observed TCS line width. This 
fact, and the gaussinn “fugh energy” shape, strongly 
sugcst that the low tempcrnture line is to svme cx- 
tent inhomogeneousiy broadened. lf tflis is the case, 
it is reasonable to consider the possibility that the TCB 
absorption lint is composed of a gaussian distribution 
of half-lorentaan lines. Computer simulation studies 
show that if the half-lorcntxians have a width 40 to 
50% oT the gaussian width, the observed line shape, 
“low energy” lorentzian and “high energy” gaussian, 
could be reproduced. Thus, as a rough estimate, the 
optlcal homoE;cncous line width is bctwecn 0.4 a1.A 
OS of the observed 1.3 cm-’ width. ?his corresponds 
to an optical T2 on the order of 15 to 20 ps. 

As in the DBN case, the TCB triplet excitor1 absorp- 
tion line shape becomes rnorc symmctrlc as the rdrn- 
pcroture increases and at 14 K the line is a lorentzian 
with full width at half maximum of 1.3 cm-l, c3rrc- 
sporlding to a T2 of 8 ps for the processes responsible 
for dephasing the k = 0 exciton. 

It is important to compare the 15-20 ps low tcm- 
pcrature optical T2 we have observed in TCB with the 
0.9 PUS T2 obtained for this exciton system from ESR 
line widths [ 10 1. Several points need to be made here. 
Rrst, optical and magnetic resonance experiments 
measure different consequences of the exciton scat- 
tering process. The optical experiment measures the 
electric dipo!c correlation function and the magnetic 
resonance experiment the magnetic dipole corrcIation 
function [ 131. In principle there is no reason to be- 
lieve that the two functions are affected in the same 
way by these scattering processcb, or that they will 
yield idenrical correlation times. Second, even if this 
were the case, the relationship between the correlation 
time associated with a particular scattering process and 
line width or 7‘2 is not straightforward [ 141. One re- 
quires a model of the exciton scattcrmg process to ob- 
tain such a relation&ip. Modeis relating optical line 
widths with microscopic exciton scattering processes 
have been proposed in the past [7,9,15]. These models 
ail relate the optical line width to the scattering of the 
k =Z 0 exciton into other optically inaccessible k-states, 
although the models do not yield values for the extent 
to which k itself is changed. The interpretation of the 
FSR experiments is more complicated since a direct 
relationship between the cxciton scattermg mechanism 
and the ESR line width has not been established. The 
line widths have been ascribed to scattering between 
magnetically inequlvalent molecules [6] and to changes 
in spin-orbit coupling with k [3,16]. 

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of the TCR ab- 
sorption line shape is its change from lorentrian to 
gaussian in the region around 20 K. This behavior has 
been predicted theoretically [ 151, but as far as the 
authors are aware, this is the first experimental obscr- 
vation of such a line shape change. The change corrc- 
sponds to what Toyozawn has c,alJed the transition 
from weak to strong coupling. Its origin can best be 
seen by considering first the high temperature gaussian 
lint shape. This line shape arises from the effect of a 
Boltdmann distribution of lattice coordinates on the 
energy of the electronic cxcitcd state. The lint shape 
in this temperature region is given by the expression 

Z(E) = C cxp[ --(E - E,)2/2021 , (1) 

whcrc Ea is the position of the absorption maximum 
and C is a constant. D is the tflermally averaged value 
of the change in the cxciton cncrgy due to random lat- 
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tice fluctuations. Note that for the gaussian lines the 
width cannot in any way be related to exclton scatter- 
ing times. 

Toyoznwa (I 51 has shown that cq. (1) will describe 
the exciton line shape provided D % Iz, where B is the 
rxciton band half width (0.7 cm-1 for TC!3). In the 

other extreme, where H s L), exciton transport is suf- 
ficiently rapid so that motional narrowing occurs, IX., 
the exciton is not affcctcd by the details of the local 
potential fluctuations. In this case the lmc shape should 
be lorent’/ian. 

In fig. S, we hnve extracted the vaIues ofD from 
the gaussian absorption lmes. [t is clear from ths fig- 
ure thiit in the region where B = D, the line ch:iilgeS 
shape from gau5siiin to lorcntr.ian as predicted by theo- 
ry. This change may be seen ns a transitloll between 
the high temperature self-trapped exciton and the low 
tcrnperature delocalimd exclton. 

The tcmper:lture depcndcnce of the gaussian width 
has been discussed by Sumi and Toyozawa I1 71. In 
the low temperature regime in which WC arc workmg, 
that is where k’f is not much lnrger tlum the flcquen- 
ties of the phonons involved in the cxciton localiza- 
tion, the temperature depcndcnce ofD is con~plcx. All 

we can sny IS that theory predicts an increase in L) with 
temperature, illId such ill1 increase 15. observed. 
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Fig. 5. The full width at hidf maximum (fwhm) divided by 
20 In 21JR as a function of temperature. The ordinate is thus 
cqud to the ptlramctcr D in eq. (1) when the line shape 1s gzlus- 
slan, Ulat is, &ovc the dotted lint in the figure. The dotted 
11ne locates the cncrgy of the exciton band half width J3. 

No discussion of a ternpcrature dcpcncicnt energy 

shift hiIS been given for the localized exciton. In fact, 
within the approxunations made by Sumi and Toyo- 
zawa [ ! 71, no such shift is cxpectcd. We ol’ course ob- 
serve an energy shift with approximately the same 
temperature depcndencc as the line width. It is note- 
worthy that whl one subtracts out the low energy 
tcmpcrature independent lmc width, the temperature 
dependent full width at half maxxlmum :md the l~el 
shift arc equal within c,xperimcntnl error. 

5. Conclusions 

The TCB triplet cxclton optical absorption line 
shape and position have been measured as a function 
of tempelatule from 2-45 K. The cxclton lme shape 
is asymmetric to the low energy side at low tempcra- 
tuics, a rnanifcstotlon of the pokitioll of the optically 

acccss1hlc EC a 0 lcvcl 3t the top of the band. As the 

temperature is increased, the line becomes more sym- 
1nctric until at 14 K it has bccornc lorcntdan. 

At 20 K the lint shape changes from lorentzlan to 
gaussian which, within the thco~ctical tranrcwork of 
Toyo~awa 11 Sl, indicates 11l:lt the excltotl has become 
loc:~ilYed by the lattice phonons. AS br aS WC ilre i\\V3W, 

this is the first observation of the effect on an optical 
spectrum of such a trrmsitlon f-ram a lOCiIll7~lI to II 

dclocali~ed exciton regime. 
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